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As ypu are probably avare, the “Archivist of the United States 
responsible ftr arranging successive reviews of the records of the 
President's: Comission on the Assassination of President Kennedy 
We are now proceeding with such a review. In this connection, 'a oa = 
letter of August 28, 1970 was received from Mr. Thomas J. Kelley, 
Assistant Director, United States Secret Service, in which he 
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-@tates: “Concerning Secret Service Control No. 193, since the 
information contained therein is that received for the most part 
by the FBI, should the FBI 1 decinasity it, 1t could be then made 
available.” Lon we nea wes a ’ 
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‘Enclosed isa "copy of the Gocument, Secret Service Control Ho. - m 
193, which is also designated as Commission Document 498, dated © . 
Hovember 27, 1963. A review of this document by your agency and e 
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an indication as to whether it can be made eval lable to the publi 
would be appreciated. . 
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; Dear Mr Rover” 

As you are probably | avare, the Archivist of the Uni a States is 3 
responsible for arranging successive reviews of the records of the” 
President's Coumission on the Assassination of President Kennedy. 
We are now Froceeding with such a review. In this connection, @ 
letter of August 28, 1970 was received from Mr. Thoras J. Kelley, 
Assistant Director, United States Secret Service, in which he , 
states: “Concerning Secret Service Control No. 193, since the 
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Enclosed is a: . copy of ‘the ‘gocunext, Secret Service Control Ho... 
193, which is\also designated as Commission Document 498, dated =. 
November 27, 1963. A review of this document by your agency and 
an indication] as to whether it can ve made available to the Pulte 
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